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A function f, analytic in the unit disk is called 
schlicht if and only if\ f is one-to-one. The class . S 
of all schlicht functions has been the object of much 
research. Most of this research has involved classical 
complex function theory methods. Functional analytic and 
linear topological space methods have not been of great 
value in this research primarily because S is not a 
linear space. 
Hans Hornich considered the linear space H of all 
r functions f analytic in the unit disk and n.ormalized by 
f(O) = 0. Hornich defined a metric for H and was then 
able to-use non-classical methods to deduce certain prop-
erties of the class s by considering it as a subset of 
\ 
\ 
H. More recently Cima and Pfaltzgraff have continued the 
/ 
study of H and have i-nitiated the study of. certain 
~imilar-metric spaces of meromorphic functions. 
• • ,J' 
Int this ·work ·the results of Hornich and· some of the 
results of Cima and Pfaltzgraff ... are -pre·sente-d. These 
,) 
. _____ . results are primarily· c_oncerned · with the characterization 
-- -------. ----., ···~- -·· ... _.,_ ----·---~~ .. , 
. 
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,•": INTRODUCTION • 
. 
A function £, analytic in the unit disk, is called 
• 
schlicht, or univalent, if and only if f is one-to-one. 
The class S of all schlicht .. functions f which are 
normalized by f(O) = O, £ 1 (0) ~ 1 has been the object 
of much research [2], [5], [8]. Most of this research 
has involved classical complex function theory methods. 
Functional analytic and linear topological space methods 
have not been of great value in this research primarily 
because S is not a linear space. 
Hans Hornich [7] considered the linear space H of 
• 
. ,..,,. 
all functions f analytic in the unit disk and normalized 
by -- f (0) = ... 0 ... - Ho·rnich defined the functional 
, . , 
00 
H by 11£11 == suP Janll/n, where f(z) == I 
. _ n n=l 
l\ • l\. on 
n a z . · ., ar1d n -
and showed that. th-i:"s- functional is a metric for H. He 
.---- ---" 
. was then able to use non-classical methods to dedu~ 
certain properti~s of the clas~ S by considering it as 




have continued-the s~udy of H and, with a similar ·metric, J 
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,..---- . . 
.. ·-·-:--:- ·.···-. -~---:.·::~:·;·~---~:---:---; ::·:··· .. :~·"'.".':· ... ~::::.'."""'.":"'.'": :...:::.::·: :·. --·. . . -- -.-__ , -____ : .: .. ' . ' '. ' .. -·-· .. . . .: ... ,, .... , ,. .. .. .":~ .... ~ .... · .:: .. :"'\".':: .. ,. ~::':"".':.~:·::-::- --· ~--···,.::-:-::--.. ::::.-:~'.. '." ... c:::::::::7.".'.':=-:.·::-:::--:::~:. '. ... ·· ... : ~· ·.· ... ::·~:::. 
initiated the stu_gy of· certairi spaces of meromorphic 
.. ' -- . 
'. 
-- .... , .. :~·:·~~-----.. ----····----~:--~~~~~~~~~-::: __ .f4ttc;t:ion$:··---- ·-·-- ---- ·~-- - ·· --~------ -- -------··· ... _. __ ... ----·------ ·-········ ··-------~ .,_ ..... · ·-- '-~----- ·- ---- · --- ··· - · · --··------- ------- ·----- ' . . ,,·- .. : . . ' 
-----·----------· ···-- ___ :...:.:.:....: •..... -· -····--· - . -·-·--·--···-·- .. ····· .. 
--··----· - ... 
··- . -·-- . .. .. - -...••.... '-·-·· .: ·----·--··-··---··--··--··---·-·(__ ______ _ 
•• 
. );,_ 
., .... --~...;_,__.:. ___ ,.,~- -~--· -- . 
- - ;._ ·'---' -_ '., ..... ; 
, In Section 2, for each f in H there is developed 
, 
an associated function of two variables, the non-vanishing 
of which is equivalent to the property that f is schlicht. 
In Section 3, it is shown that in the metric space H 
the set S of schlicht functions is closed. A schlicht 
function f will be in the interior of Sand called, 
therefore, stable-schlicht if and only if its derivative 
f 1 is bounded away from zero in the unit disk. Furthermore, 
the space H cannot be normed, is not locally compact, is 
not locally convex, but is complete .. 
In Section 4,several results concerning connectivity 
in the space H • are given. Any two functions of a con-
nected set must differ by an entire function; the set of 
all entire functions is connected. Each component of 
H is convex; no component of ·H • 1.s open. Every two 
components of H are a positive distance apart; the 
number of components of H is the: cardinal number of the 
. continuum. The space H ha·s no countable basis; the space 
H is at ·no point locally connected. 
. ' 
In Section 5, conn_ectivity_ results which are relate(\ 
" to the s chlicht functions ar·e given. __ 'Dl~---- ~~c~o:cf:c:cc;.-09,!=:c·c:.:~~-lJ.,::::~§_._~llJj _ _m~=:::~::c·::=·-:·::~~:::::7 :~~::c::::::~/.~ . . ....... --- ' .•• - - ' -_. -. '. • _- - • - " .. - . - :. -:~:.::·:::.::-;-:-:-.·::-·:::;~;:.""::·~-:-:~::.:~~·::··.-:-.·:;·.; - :::::::. -~-~-.. - ::--·-:.--:-::_,. :-: ."'.'...: •• : ;:-,_ -~ ... - ""r- .~:. :. .., ·:..... - • - - • :. .• ·-~--- ____ ; -.. ~--- ..• ,, - --- -·-·-·--····- ·-·· • -·~ - r:n;_ -·--- •H- _: ____ _:_ ___ .: '·_ •• -::-•h:'·"~·:-:··-~: .. _ 0• .. 0 • --- 0 •• 
· polynomiais' in the Unit disk is connected in H .... ~e s·et .· .. .... .. 
- :Cf 
~-~--. _ .. : ... ·. ~ _ = .•. · ~f_ ~\1 . ~ tab le-d~\i~t __ poi Y11-~-~:ta lf; .. \S..:·:~0~11ec t;~d; · the s.et . .of···- .. CC- .c,~,, --- •.. . .. . '. 
.:::_ __ - ~ 
-···---
' 
. • ~ Ii' 
_';,c·.:·-
~-- - · · all s~table-schlicht ~ntire fun_ctions is connected. There ,·xt 
::-:.-.,,;. 
~---·· ... .- . C.,~- -·'-·· ........ • ~ .,. ___ ...., - •• -
- -------------- -- -· · -- · ---- are components of H · which contain no schl!_~_h_t ...... -~Y:!1~.t .. i.o.ns_,__~·-----.,'------·--·-.. -:. __ -}?\ --·"'";:-·---··"--·· ___ :,_ .. ,."'." ·•""--:-.............,_-... ,--, .......... " ----··-·· --, .. -"_, ... , ... .:.. ·: ............. -" --- .... ., . ·-· - . ..,,. .: . . . -. -. ·:·~~~--·-·--·· -.. ·-· .... ,-...... -- . ----···-.-- ----- .......... ., ......... ---- ... " ................. ---·--·---................ - - - -... -. .-: ......... ,. ............ -,---·,----··· .. ----··-·····--- - - - -
- - ((,<, 
a~d every component of ~ contains non-s6hlicht functions. 
-
-In every component of H the set of non-schlicht functions 
is connected. 
In Section 6, examples of non-schlicht, of schlicht, 
and of stable-schlicht functions are given. A schlicht 
function which maps the unit disk onto a convex domain is 
stable-schlicht. However, as other examples show, ... other' 
restrictions as to the type of curve which bounds the 
i~age of the unit disk do not, in general, assure that a 
schlicht function will be also stable-schlicht. 
An appendix is provided in which some of the pertinent 
definitions and results for schlicht functions are given. 
Reference to the appendix is_ indicated by (*). 
(' 
.'i'•..j'. 
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2. THE ASSOCIATED FUNCTION - ···- · -
! 
Let H be the set of functions f which are analytic 
in I z l < 1, and let f be not constant and given by 
\ 
" 
f(z) = a1z + a2z
2 + • • • 
If f is schlicht on a circle I z l = r < 1, then f is 
schlicht in lzl < r(*). Therefore, if f is not schlict 
in the unit disk, then there are two points, z1 and z2, 
in the unit disk such that f(z 1) = f(z 2), z1 f z2, but 
So for two complex numbers 
0 ( r < 1, we form the difference 
and 
00 
• icp icp2 
f(re 1) - f(re ) = n . 1cpln · a r ( e---
n 
' iq>l icp2 
=(e ---e -) 
( 
Ioo n i~2 (n-1) r a e -n 
1/ .. 
·n-1 m -cp· ) · n 
cos (Tl·· 2 sin~ 2 - 2 
. . 1 ( ) 
- sin 2 cpl -cp2 . 
icpz 
re , 
·--·-··· - '... .. - -· ..... - .. ···-·· ·-·· ··-····~"··-····· -- ... ,. - __ , ..... , .. _, , .... ,.,. ··-~. -- ···-- .· .... , ......... ,---· ...... ·:······' , ........ _ .. ___ .. ~ ...... , .... --·-··-··'·--·-~---·-·.•·-· ............. .. 
. -
. .--.. .~., '.', .• ~ ... •.../.,,''.' .,, ,.,•.,·. , r,,,,, '"" ,, ._~.,.-..-,~.,.., -~--:~~ '-'•'•• , .• ;,.,-.-.--7o:~,-.-.;.;,-.:~.i;-.....-i,w:f~,...-.:>~,:..'!,,-~t:u.•--;;;-,-~·-';,'.." ,.,.,.., M •••~· ,,. '"-· ,,,,, •• ,. ... ,, ,.,. """ .,,.., -·, ,,.,..,.._~ • •••• ••_.c ·•··-· .,,. •• •··· .. · -·. - .. ~ ... - · -,•- ·• • · • .,.. • ..... • . ..,,,,. •·•-... - •. , .,._. ·•-·••·»---·-• •.·-• --. ..-~, •--·-, ,,,. ,.-. ., .•. ..,. ~ .. • ·····• • r···· ·· • .. ,., ,.-•.. · • • ,.-'-. . ·••· ·• • · · ..,, ,., .•. ,- , ·• • • •• ,- , ,., ...... '• · • ..• · ••. , ... , -• , , , • «·, ,,, ~ •·• :;-•.. ,., ,, .•• , •'-'·~ .·. • •.- , .. , ,. .. .,., ,_..,. •.•. ,_., '., ,. ,., "'' ., .... , , , •,•• ,-c .•.. ,,,,,. ·- 1,• ••••• ,-M ,.,,,. .,, --,, ,. •••~~.;-.,.,.~,; •• ,.. " ,;~,. "'."'" ... , - .... ,._ .... , .,,,.,. ,_.., ,...,,.-• .,.- r• ,. ,.._ 
.. -····--·-··- ·-·------------·--·--·-----····-·-·· ~-- --- -- - . -·---~··· -- ·····-·· ·········--·--·---~--•.···-· .. 
~ . 
.. . ,;;. 
.i 









£(re 1)-f(re 2) 
We, therefore, designate the function 
00 
·~· f (cp, z) =\a zn-1 si1;1 Il(p L n sin cp 
1 
as the "associated function" of f . 
• • 
Since sin n~ -,. o, set Sl.n ~n as cp we • . -Sl.Il cp Sl.n 
q)" -
. ·- o. Thus, 
00 
f(O,z) = I nanzn-1 - f'(z) - • 
·--
·1 
. .... ...,., .. 










be schlicht • the unit disk (*). The non-vanishing of 1n 
6 
·f(O,z) for a z in the disk then means that there do not 
exist d·istinct p~ints z 1 an~ z 2 _ which are arbitrarily : 
near z w±th f (z1) = f (z2) (*). ··. ·············· · ··· ·· · 
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. . ... ,. .. . .. ,; '. -.,;; ~ - - ',: .. ' .• __ ,. .. functi~~---··-··f·(~-~-'~"5:··-··----is~.-:=ii-~ve·r ·zero ····£cir_'.--, l z ·1 ·····<- i-.~ .. - '' ..... The non-
- ·-- _, ._., ....... -- --· --- -
. . 
. - .,,,., ·- . . ..... -- - -
. . .. -~~- . ~'~·:·:. : . c-·· . - ·ya.n iShi. ng •.. of ...... :f' ((J) ; z ) . .. In the Uii:i. t .. · d f Sk .and With .. Q) J:" iiir- . ~ ::=·--~--~;-__:..,:· : :,· 
.... 
I -
indicates ~hat there do not exist two points 
~rnd z2 = rei(a-cp) ~UCh th'at f(z 1) = f(z 2). 
. .. 
i(a~)-z- = re - . ··'t' 1 
*-· . 
- ... .v---~-· ...... _____ .. ___ - . ___ .,.__,__. ----~-·--·--·-· _________ ,,, __ 
' .. -...- -
I 
7 
- -- -·~-- ._ ... .,..__ .. ......,._. ---- --.,__~----,~-- -- .,._ - ·- - ......_. -~~-- - -- "-'" - - --r - - - - -· -- . ., __ ,... _, _,----,-- .. - • ,. ... - ,c"""" - _ __, ---- -"-"" .· J. -.,~ ,-, ..... ,-.. .... ,.._ •• ,. ,, ___ - _,. .... _., __ "':•: ,.a.- - .,. ..... - ----~~,...:...-....·-· ----oi------ ·-- .__.,...__ ... -.... - .... -":!~ ·- - ~--·----.......... --:--.,._.---.. -., ..... _,_ .• _. 
3. THE METRIC SPACE H 
\ . 
We define a. functional It· \l ' on H by 
.,· 
llfll = sup ~Ian! 
' n 
00 
where f (z) = I anzn. Since the power series for f 
1 
has radius of convergence not less than one, lim ~ I an I ~ 1; 
sp that the functional is finite for all f £ H. Clearly 
\\fl\ ~ 0; and \l f ll = 0 if and only if f = 0. For any 00 
. . ,... given by ·-,.f(z) =I a zn two functions f and • H g in n 
00 1 
and g(z) - l b z n have for all we n, n ' I 
y I an + bn I ~ ~ l an I + I b I s: ~ I a l + ~ l b I . n . n n 
The triangular inequality, \\£ +···g\\., .\\.fl\.+ l\gl\, is there-
fore satisfied. H. is t~en a met~ic spac~ (*) where we 
define the distance between f -.. and - g · a·s l\ f - g l\. 
- - --· . - . 
The functional is not a norm · (*) since . l\if l\ 
/= I Al · \\ ~ \\ for -all complex numbers " and all f £ H •. 
1 -
~----- ......... ·-······---·~ .. -.- .. .,.·..-.· .. ···-···-·: .. ··., -··-- "' - ·-···· ·--·-~-----··-.. -····--·~·· .. ··-·····---···-··········--· .. ·----
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- ••• _., ----·"·-· •••••••• ----·----·-·-- w- • -----
·, · · . · Observe two" inequalities invo.lving the functional 
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.... . ..
. " 
ll£U < IE an4.if _ <}<-~ <J,~tll~n .• JanJ,~ f£n;___ _ --~- ·c. ~=-- . ""'-··· ---. . . ----~- n. ··11-·- f .. -- . - - ·- ····-··---. ------~-~ . ··u •--:.1. . I . . 
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-;__ ........ , - .. " .. \ -. . . .,. -···-·-··."- ... .,.,~-·-·--·· .. :·· 
--·····---------·h·--
w e have__ · -----:_- _ 
.. ..:: --- - ., .. --------·-·---- .... - - :. . 
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I •. . . . . . . 
E + =----
. . . (1 - E) 2 • 
Let the complement of the set S of all schlicht· 
functions be designated as T. That is, H =SU T. Since 
. there are convergent sequences of schl·icht functions which 
have the identically vanishing function as their limit 
(for example, f (z) = ~ gives. l\f -Ol\ ~ 0 as n ~ oo), n n n 
we must, in order to have the next re·sult, take f = 0 
to be in S. 
THEOREM. The set T • ll open. is closed; ___ _.. s 
Proof. We show that Let f -be :an . • is open. T 
arbitrary function in · T; we show· that. an open nbd of: 
f- is contained in T. Let f(cp 0 ,z0 ) = 0 where ·lz 0 l < 1 
· since f -is not schlicht. We a~sume ·£(~0 ,z) is not 
identi.ca-1:l.Y zero. For, if-it is, a1 ==--~~- .th_~~- f (cp, o) = 0 
for. all. ~ -- and we change the choices of ~o and z 0 : 
.... ,p.t'C'k'-~,~~rny·""'"'=~~'=-'"'"'antl0:·,,.p±c-k0·.,·.,·:c.,-,z··-1""'="-~"·""6~·· --"2...c""'lfheIT";;:!::,·sf:0~'CfY:1..:.:;,,z-:)::~·-:::;; __ ::::.:.i~::.::~n:ot:::·.:.:.-:-::~·=~=----::-:-:::-:-~~~::::::~:::~~~::.-::.:..-:::;.-::::::::.:~.-·~--:::·~~= 
. . 0 · 0 0 . --- --- -.. . 
·-·.···~······--... 
,, .. -- --··· .. 
--
...... ---:- ··-··· ---~---··-· --- .. -·--·identically 'zero_i'' ·for f . otherwise· · .. f=fcp-, z) •.,. is •. ra·ent:ic.~r11y··-·~~ ... O,: -., ... ~ : .: ..... _~- . 
: ..... __ .... , ..•• -. .. .__ .. ,, ........ •·•·· ...... .,: ............ ,. ..... ,, .... 1.. .... " . . . ' .••.. ' 
__ :,_ ....... ·~ - , .. ·-- -·-·-•• -=.. _ _, _______ : ____ ..... ·-~···-·· -0 ,-._,.--- • ··-··-·· ·-····-----·. 
Let. C be t.he circle 
1-
- -
"'"~---- -- . - -
(\. 
. . .. 
9 .. 
- . .- '. -. - -
inside the unit disk such that z
0 
is the only zero of 
.. f (cp 0 , z) inside and on ~t). For all on C we take 
,. 
where 5 exists because f(~ 0 ,~) is continuous and the 
circle is compact. Further, for all on C we let 
We choose an e: • in (0,1) such that 
(1-e) 2 < ~ ' 




5 (1-e) [5 (1-e) -e] ·· ---
I -
Now let g be an arbitrary :function· in. H such that 
/\ ' 
ll llg[I < ,. Then f + g is an arbitrary function in the 
c--nbd or ,. . . . . s.:1nc·e It f + g ~- £ II < , .. We have 
•' • • J"r 
'. 
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. . .......... . 
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.•. .:.. ! 
·~. 
:.· .. --... :~ ·" .. ' . . . 
. r • 
.. 
{)n C, f(~ 0 ,~)<+ g(~ 0 ,s).f 0, by the choice of E and 
f, (cpo, ~) f, (cpo, ~) + g, (cpo, ~) 
f (q> 0 , 0 - £(qi 0, ~) + g(q> 0 , 0 · 
_ !'(q>o,s)g(qio,4) - f(q>o'~)g'(q>o,s) 
- f(q>o;~) [f(q>o'~) + g(qio'~)] . 
M 2 ME + e 
= -----------
6 (1-e) [5 (l-e:) 2 -e] 
==ME (1-E} + 2 M Ez 
5(1-e) [5(1-e) 2 -e] 
2Me: .l < <· ..... 





< ...!. (21rp) ! = 1. 
.. 2_7f_ ... '.' p .. '., 
' ' . 
10 
t.. 
_ --~. · Thus,· where 1 is the number· of zeros of·. f (cp. _, ~) inside 
J 
· · 0 · 
"h,.l..•r.w,11',-'~l~l,\(O,.., ..t•,l\-.:1 "" ~=TN .,;~:.r.;ii;~*·~:~.;.. .... ....:. ... !";~~ .. - .. L·-~-~- ~ -_ .. ~~-·-----· -. ---- ·-· ,-~- -.~ ........ ··- ·.-·-.·-···-···· - ..... :.. --- .... --~~-- ... • .~, ....... ~-. M' ~·· ... -.. ., -~ .... ·---~ --- ·- --- . ·---.. -- -- -, -- ---· . '... ..,~ -- . -··_·' -· ... ----·-; ---·-· -·--·- -.. -·-:- ··-~=~::::.:.-.:.:.::..:::..:::.::.::,"_:~:~'.-~:::~-~-~: .. ~,:-..:~~..:· :.~.:.:.-:.· ~~:-.:::::..::_..:·.:::.::: . -~-~~~:::..::.:-~.~=- ~- :::.~:..:-:-:.=..:::.:.= . .:.::_~·:.:..=_.::~::=::_-_:.~:.:::::.---·· ---------·- -=.--..::.:.-:--==:---==:=::::::::..-::::===:=:::,::.~;:.~.::.~~ ~-~: 
- C _and· N is the number of 1 zeros _ of --f-(-cp ,-~) + g (cp ,-~) . . - .. 
, . ., .:.- ...... _ .. · ... """''·- --~ .. __ -·-._ · . . ......... .. Q.. . .......... .... Q ... · ·~,'.-. '·'.., -~-········-"·····", .... ,,., .. v,., ............. ,-~ ..... . 
•••~,· .... ,, ... ~,-.•,.~··•••"• •o,.,,, ...... ~-,-,,~...,.r--e.• .. ,-~,c~ • • ', ,.'•• :, • 
"11" 
~---=--;~ = . · c.c.inside c, we have l-t-N} < 0 OJ: ____ .N_··=. 1 (,'(). - _S·o-~---.-f .. __ :r-g · ---··-·-·---··---
is nor{-schl-ie-ht -since its associated function has a ze·ro. . 
--
-· -· -· ... -·------·-···'--··------···-·--·--···--· .. ··· - - .. --···-····· 
There.fore, T is the uni.on of open nbds and is open; ·"" ... :.. . 
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'The interior of -the closed set S is not empty as 
.examples will later show. We designate the interior of 
,, 
11. · 
. s or the open kernel .of S as the set of functions G, 
-· and define a term to indicate that a function is in G. 
DEFINITION. A schlicht function f is called stable-
-
schlicht if there is~ e > 0 such for all g with 
l\g II < E, the function f + g 
-
is schlicht. (Thus, all 
the functions in the 
---
e:-nbd of f 
-
are schlicht since, 
if 1\£1 -fl\ < c, then f + f 1 - f = f 1 is schlicht.) 
-----
-
there exists no such 
----------
e: > 0 for a schlicht function 









schlicht since \l(f) z 2 - OIi < e.) 
THEOREM. A function 
-----
f is stable-schlicht if and only 
if for the associated function 
-- -- -- ----- -----
f (cp, z) 
inf lf(cp,z) I> 0, 
f I ' I• 
where the infimum is taken over all 
--- -- --- - --- --- --
cp and all • z in 
-





Proof. (a) . Suppose inf lf(cp,,z) l ·= 5 > 0 . _ We 
.
· ... ·.· .. · ..·.· .. -.. · ... · ....... . · ..·.·.· .... · .... ·-.. · ..·.·.·.· .. ·.·-·.·._: .. · .. ·.··:.·.· .. ·.·.: ... -.·.·_·-.::;-.. :: .. ··.~:.:.::::::.·.·:: ···: . .- :·:: ·:· .. :· ::·· ... · .. ·:·· ·,· .... -.- . . : ·-··_··· ................ --··--···:· . - -::.··· ·:: ·- :: .. :.:.::~.·· : .. - ·::::~·::~ ... :: _____ __._:_ec..~~-~--'~---· . -~.=-..:.::_:..:_ .. :::.:.:::::::.~-.:'5_:: --~--, ~·••"'' .,,,-,:n,;.;i.,p.·-"·-·~-·--··-~•~>:J-~>1-wb-· .-··-~%-r.o::c~?~.~ ...... "' •:··•.t,,:.--i:•-•·····-·-·.--·~---,-·•··"·~--- --,._ .. ·---·····-··,· "''."·.•···--- .•••• ,. ...... - ~ ..... ,.,,, __ .,. __ ,._ -_-.. ~:~-- ... , .... --•••· -.····.-·-:-::-·. -:·------ - • ~ ·• 
_ . . .. ······- ~~~?Qf,e at1 E Jg ( 0, 1) .such that . (l:e:) 2 ,( g:·, . Then, , .·· 
.•. .... . . .:. .... ::: .• - .................. _ c.~ ~=- -~~~:"!._ .. Jt . _ ~~~-~- ..... _JJ ~JL -~----~-- : -~~- ~a~:. ......... •·········· ... _ ........... -----·-·--····· ......... - . . .. .. ... , ....... ,.·. ......... . ... . ....... . 
. · _, -·'--·· · .. ----------
00 . 
. .. ... _oo. ..... . --
. .. .. .. . .. 1 g ( q5 ' z) r -~ I I n En z n - 1 , · ~ l n En = f: ' 2 < -5 • ..· . ... . . 
~ .............. --.. --.~,-~----~-~---:~ . .-=~---.:..·:.~· ~-----~-=· :·-~so•·--~~--~---~-~.~~=-r== .. ~===~~~~-=-----·-:_._.'..:~---~-1 . =,-~_:""···~·"-~··"=-~ {~1-~.£.) .... -,.-,v·•.,~·~--.. -·........;.,,.~~---....:.-----'---· . . -·- ... .,, .. . 
• I . ~ ; . 
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inf )f(~,z) + g(~,z)) ~ )6 
- J g ( cp, z) 11 > 5 -
€ 2 > O; 
•· (1-E) 
thus f + g is schlicht since its associated function has 
no zeros. 
-(b) We prove e_quivalently that if f • schlicht l.S 
and inf }f(cp,z) 1 0 then f • stable-schlicht. - not - 18 
J_f (cp, z) I Let inf - o, > 0 be • and let f be - e: given, 
schlicht and not identically zero since the null function 
--is already not stable-schlicht. Then there is, since 
f(cp,z) is continuous, a cp
0 
and a 
such that O < \f(cp 0 ,z 0 ) I<£. 
'' 
z .. -. with 
0 
'. 
·- -- -~- ... --cc:, __ . 
. .
Take g(z) = -zf(cp0 ,z0 ); then we have llgll = 1 - f(cp 0 ,z) I 
< e: • Then, however, f + g is not schlicht since its 
associated function, which i·s f (cp, z) - f(cp
0 , z 0 ), vanishes 
f_or cp = cp 0 and z = z 0 • · ·Thus, ·.sin:c~ e was arbitrary, 
· :no- nei.ghborhood of .f contains on .. ly s·fhlicht functions. 
. I . 
·so ·£ is not stable-schlicht .. 
'L . 
THEOREM. A function 
. -
f 1s stable-schlicht if and only.if 
·- .. ~. . '. -r, .• ~-
.. 
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all _z 1 and z2 in the unit disk, z 1 f z2• Choose an 
c in (0,1) such that 
i < h 
(1-e)2 2 
Then for any g with llg II < 1 w.e have 
(X) 





< lz1 -z2 J (t: + 2€ 2 + 3€ 3 + ... ) < ~ I z1 -z2 I ., . 
, Therefore, 
I {f+g) {z1) - {f+g) (z2) I . ~ I f(z 1 ) - f (z2) I 
- jg(z1) - g(z2) I 
I. 
~. . 
._ .. _; 
..••..• ' -!· - - - . ; ••• , . -· ·- ... 











Thlls (f+g)(z1) f (f+g) (z2) so that · f+g is Schlicht. art.d 
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for all 
f(z 1)-f (z2) 
zl - Zz 
- ~..; ,_:., -: 
:+: 
Since f 
schlicht, the quotient is never zero and we apply the 





C·). Allowing only z 1\ to 
~ery, that is, fixing anywhere in lzl ~ r, we see 
14 
is 
that'for variation of z 1 the minimum of the quotient 
cannot o~~urr unless· lz1 1 = r. Now fixing z1 on lzJ • r 
and allowin'g . z2 to vary gives that the infimum of q~.e 
··, 
quotient for Z'1..,_ and z2 
• 1n lzl ~ r will equal the 
iilfimum of the quot.{ent when both z1 and· z2 vary on 
'· 
lz J = r. Then 
f (z1) - .f (z2) . • (~ 1 - z2) f{q>, z). · 
.... . . 
· ·f·O)t s:·ome :.z 
": . 
s·Uch that I z I = r ~ ,_ Hen.c:e 
f (z1)-f (z 2) 
zl - z2 ~ in£ I £ < cp , z ) I ····-· • -~ ~,~ > o:.) ~ · ·\ ... 
.. 
' ·~ . 
for all distinct· z 1 and z 2 in the unit disk, since 
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- (i.e, if and only if the derivative of f is bounded away 
from zero in the unit disk). 
. ·""· 
Proof. (a) If f is stable-schlicht then, where 
f(cp,z) is the associated function, 
... 
.. 
in£ I £ < cp , z) I = 5 > o . 
. ' 
But f'(z) = f(O,z) so that 
·lf'(z)l ~ inf lf(O,z)} ~ inf lf(cp,z) l > 0 • 
• • t' 
(b) S~ppose }f'(z) l ~ 5 > O •. Since f'(z) f 0 
in the unit disk and since f is schlicht, there is a 
unique analytic inverse -1 f of f which maps the image 
by f -ofr1 the unit disk one-to-one onto. the unit disk (*). 
Where· f(z} = w, we have f- 1 (w) = g(w) = z and g'(w) 
= 1/f'(z). Then, for any z1 and z2 in the unit disk 
and z1 f z2 we have f(z 1) f f(z 2). Let C be a simple 
> 
f~l from f(zz) to rectifiable curve. ·in the domain of 
f (z 1). C equals kif (z1) - f(z2 ) I where 
- - . - ·--····-----·----- ··-. ·:·--.- .. :-:·:_.: .. ···. 
The leng~h of 
0 < k < oo • · Then 
£.C~":'.&"'""'"'-..----:-.~~ .. ~~...,-.,...~~.i=.<~.>r.d ..... ,,,__...~~~ •. -· -~ 
'...( 
-· ~.~~-
. . .. 
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.. 
I .. 
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- . - --
-
- --- ---- -- . -
I ••' 
since lg' (w) 1 = 1/f 1 (z) l ~ 1/5. So that 
f (z1)-f (z 2) 
zl - z2 
and f is stable-schlicht. 
•·---~ 
The topology on H cannot be induced by a norm. 
THEOREM. The space H cannot be nor.med. · 
----
16 
Proof. It suffices to show tha no open set tn H 
can be broughtinto (contained .by) any neighborhood of the 
origin, f = O, under multiplication by a scalar [3]. · It 
is clear, D)'- a consideration 5£ the nth root of the 
absolut~ value of the th n- power series coefficient -as 
__ n --~ oo , that every !1eighborhood of every function contains .. _. 
n-on-·entire functions. Further, no scalar multiplication I 
• :o.f· a non-entire function can b·ring, it closer to the ori·g_:i11 
t.han the reciprocal of its radius ·of convergence. In 
·1:; 
.. ,:, -
.. .. .. -
particular, we need only show that the· e:-nbd of the 
·,·.origin cannot be broughtwithin the e/4 nbd of the 
. --·· -.. - -
origin. Let a be any· scalar, then f (z) = (E/2~~~ --------=--~=-=cc -----~==r-u:,.~"!~~~~~·-...... -;IS:',,_~ .. --....... 4 ... ~•~·-···-··-.....-.~ .. - .. ~,,, ......... '1' .. ------·_...{'-~u><o-W"·.......-~--------·-----·-·~--~-~···· .. ~=-"'·~--m . . . : . . . . -·-. . . . -- . ~u ·= . 
. where m is chosen so that 2 >· 1/ la 1. Then f - is·-_ in . 
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1 
, 





Proof. No e-nbd of the origin. is relatively 
1or, the f given by f (z) == (E/2)nzn ar.e all TI n 
(closure of the) E-nbd of the .. • but ·the f origin, 
n 
not -converge • ll f - f ll e: since 
-
-2 • n m 
'\ 
THEOREM. The H • not locally {3]' s:eace 1S convex 
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4. GENERAL RESULTS CONCERNING CONNECTIVITY 
IN THE SPACE H. 
We investigate the structure of the metric space H 
and the sets S and T in reference to connectivity. 
THEOREM. A set 
---
M of H 
-
is connected only if for each 
00 
18 
two functions f and g in M given .£Y. f (z) -= ~ a0 z0 
1 
( 
lim 1Y 1 a -b I = 0. n n 
.. . 
That is,r each two functions of a connected set differ by an 
· entire function. 
Proof. The two functions· w.:t·11 differ by an entire · 
function since the limit superi·or is the reciprocal of a 
radiuskof convergence._ 
For each two such f,unc·t-i.on:s. f and g in M end 
each e > 0 there mus.t :be.; since M is · connected, a 
····.~ ·-
finite chain· of fun,:ctions f·. K 
• 
. in M, 
~•-••-•••~~--••••u• ••••·•• •••• ••• ••-·"'> ____ .,..,,•••-••••-••·~.,.· . - ,• u••·•-···•--· ••• ----· ... ~ - . . .. . - ·- -···· ---- --·-··--·----___ ·-··--·------·--·--•• •••--•·- •·--n·,v-·•·~~·•··--- --~·-·-•••·-·--··-•·••----•·--·--- -· - - -- -· ·•• • ~ • • - • - • ••--·•·-··--•··•····•··• --·-·•·•-•-•-·••- • . ·~·••'••:·-• .. •-'•- ·~-------'----•.••--··--··• 
- •• - •••• • -- -~-•"-~ --••••••••• • -·-·-~•• •••--• --.- ,,,. ... --~-·-• -n• • <"•• •- ••----' - .-~ •· - •••• - -·-··•·•••••--•·•••-•.-,-·- • -.·· 
. 
- ""-:· -·---. '. • 
. ' ' • .. 
-········--···-·-···········-·············--····-:--~---··-·-~·-·-·-·-,'~.--.. ··---·-····-··-·-·-·· -··-· ---·--·········-- ........ ··- ·-····· ........ ................ 00 .. --- ...... . \ ,1.. . • ......... .. 
-- . fK ( z) = : I' a (K) Zn , - K = 0-, T; : . . , r _ , ·.--- -- - -. ·cc - . · L .n 
. 
. ·- . '".' .. """"'"'""•''•'•' --n•l· '"'"' .... , .. , .. n ......... , :··--·"_"·~··.·· ~-:·~ .. :-:··-... ~-~-~---·:.:.:,,,::.:::~~-: .. --·--:· .,.,.,.,, ... _, ... :.-· ··.··--····-:=--····-·: ·.:. ~ . ·---.-~ ·~-- '" ••(""•"~' J "'""'· ....... --~ - .. ~---~--~·--···;,.;.., ........ .-~-··-.,.•,>,;,.,••"tf"•.....,.-,,. ... -.- ... ·:.::.:..::..::::.::::·:··· ... ''''.!-'' ·-· •••• ~- . 
I 
,. . ... ,_, .. 
where f == .f0 ~ g -~== --~r .. and such~_.!:h;~-~ 
• 




-··- - \---- -·· ·- ·-.-···-- ';"··- -~·· . -
.. 
' 
K = 1, 2, ... , r. 
For, suppose on the contrary that there is no such chain 
between f and g for some E > 0. Then consider the 
two sets, which will clearly be disjoint and non-empty, of 
functions for which there is an €-chain to f and of all 
other functions in M. Then the union of the e/4-nbds of 
each function in one of the sets and the union of the / e/4-nbds 
of functions in the other set are disjoint. So M is the 
union of two disjoint open sets. This is impossible. 
Now for each n 2. 1 
+ la (r-1) _a (r) l 
- n n ' 
·, 
so that for each· n ~ 1 
that 
there is _at least one · .£ such 
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:,1 
,., .. -.-- .. ,- " .... 
\. 
Also e: > sup 11 f 2 - f £+111 ~ ~up sup ,.la(£) _a ~£+l) I t n 1 n n 
Hence, • was arbitrary, since E ,.;,..:._, .. 
lim 1Y I a -b [ = O. n n 
THEOREM. The set of all entire functions in the space H 
is connected. 
------
The set all polynomials of degree • l.S 
connected; the set of all polynomials is connected. 
Proof. There .are several ways to show that the set of 
all polynomials of degree ~N • connected. We do 1S so 
either (i) by induction, • and bz of degree since any az 
-
1 are path~connected, and since ther-e· • path, • 1S a p, given 
n 
by n+l \ k p(t) = t an+lz + L akz , 0 ~ t ~ 1_, connecting any 
1 ' 
·polynomial of degree n·+ 1 .. to a·polynomial of degree n; 
or (2), where 
nl l. ~kzk and 
-1 
.. 
paths ·p1 (tz) 
two polynomial~ are given by P (z) = 1 . 
n2 
Pz(z) = . I bkzk ~ oy considering the tWb 
1 
. -
and P2 (tz) , 0 ~ t ~ · 1 ,· which have t-he 
l '\ .. 
·- :--·-
ti, I ,, --
--- --· ··· · · tP1 + (l•t)P2 , 0::-~...J:..~i> -cunnecting any two pglynomi.iis_ _. 





· 1 2 ~. _ --·--·-----· . -- - ,. 
-- . -Thereforef the' se-:'t of- all polynomi'afs, ta ,connect~d .• 
- ..:. .. ~ .,:." ·-····-· -~ - . - . - . -- · . ._ __ . . . . ·: .. _· . '. . - . ------· ---·------· 
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··---- --- ...
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Finally, the set of all entire functions is connected 
since it is contained in the closure of the set of all 
polynomials. For, let g be any entire function given 
(X) 
by g(z) = I anzn. Then the partial sums PN of g , 
N 1 
PN(z) = I anzn , converge to g , 
.,) 
1 
since 1 im ~ ( a ( = 0 . n 
THEOREM. Each component 
N _,. oo 
K of H consists of functions 
-
f + g, where f may be arbitrarily chosen from K but 
then held fixed, and g 
functions . 
varies over the set of all entire 
--- -- -- -- -
--
Proof. Clearly a·component can contain no more 
functions than this o~ some two functions in the.component 
-w-ill diffe_r by more than -an entire funct.ion .. -~ 
.. - . . . - . - -
- ---··- -··· .. - .... -· --- ... .. . - -
-· 
The ,function F -~ from H -x H to H giv.en b,)1 
F(h1,_h2) = h 1 + h 2. is continuous since H· . is a 1-inear 
. ·----•"1;'.::.::,. __ -, - -· . -··--
. 
-~ 





f + -g -where f is ~.ixed and .. g 
-
i.s ~an .. ·entire 
, ... ' . '-----~--~----·---·--·· --
• 
and, therefore, -connecte_d since f · is connected and since~ 
• - •• • ···,--- < 
·tne entire functio11s- are, connected 
- - ... 
. --. --- --- .. 








- ~-I-:---·- -. :1.--,:.-~'.::: ,.:... .. :·-,·-~·.:-~ 
• 
• • • - • " .. -· " .;, I " 4 ' 2 2 
Alternately, we may show that the f + g are path-
connected by segment paths. That is, we have the 
THEOREM; Each~eomponent K of· H 
-
• 1.s convex. 
Proof. Let f + g1 and f + g2 be any two functions 
in K wher/e f is in K and g1 and g2 are entire. f 
Clearly the functions 
of the seg~nt joining f + g1 and f + g2-are in K . 
Furthermore, this path of funct11ions is (uniformly)' con-
tinuous since g1 and g2 are entire. For, let c) 0 
00 
"\ 
Then · g - g given by·, (g -g ) (z) = \ c zn 2 1' --------··"· 2 1 · L n , 
1 \ . 
.is .entire so that there exists an N such that for each 
. 
n > N , !)' I en I < £ • Also sup ~ I c - l = 6 < oo • 
N n n~ ... 
Therefore, . 
. . 
where ft = f + g1 + t 1 (g2 -g1) and ft = f+ g1 + t 2 (g2 -g1) 
~-' 1 · · 2 · 
-
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THEOREM. Every two components K and K1 of H are a 
---
positive distance apart. 
J 00 
Proof. Let £1 and £2 , given by £1(z) = 
00 
and f2(z) = I bnzn , be two functions in K and K 1 , 
1 
23 
respectively. Then any function f 1 + g1 in K given by 
00 
£1 (z) + g1 (z) = l (an + an) zn with 
1 
any function f2 + g2 • K' • in given 
00 
l --- (bn -+i3n) zn with lim ~ I t3n I = 0 
1 
lim ~la l ~ O, and n 
by £2(z) + g2(z) 
have a distance 
11£1 + gl - £2 - g2ll • ~P1Ylan + an - bn -. f3nl 
1" 
s,-ince .£1 - f2 is not ent_ire. Therefore,_ the dist_ance 
between K arrd K' is positive since 5- is fixed for 
·=- ••. - - ,,_, - .• -
different c·hoices of g1 _ and g2 .. 
,, 
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THEOREM. The-number of eompoBents of H ---is-:--the cardinal - -----~----=-- ____ .. ,. .......... -.... ----~---
- .. ·-· ......... ··- - '•• ·- .... _.., ___ _ 
-numbe-r-----o-f~ the continuum. 
-
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Let. f' given by ·f (z) = I a zn;"'be 'a function . 
- - n -
---~-_..=- -
Proof. 
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in H such that lim ,lanl = € > O. So that if sf t 
are two numbers, then the functions sf and tf belong 
to different components of H because (s-t)f is not an 
entire function. This proves the theorem. 
Furthermore, every two components in the proof have 
a distance greater than or equal to (by the previous proof) 
I 
lim ~s-tl Jani= lim njlanl ~ € > O. Consequently, the 
e-nbds of functions.from different components are disjoint 
and we have the 
THEOREM. The space H has no countable basis. 
Every component of any space is closed in that space; 
a· component may also be open. For· the space H we have the 
:;i ' ... :-,,.·. 
THEOREM. No component of H • !! open. Each func t.ion in 
-------
-------
is the limit of functions in H ~ component K of H 
-
none of which are in K and no two of which are in the 
- -
' •• ~ ·.r.. 
same component.; ...... f. , .. . 
' ! ',. :. ' -: Proof. . . No component. will be QJ>e.p.: ·'.s·:.i~p-:~ _·:t:t,s complemen-t~ . 
will not be closed~ 
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fe; (z) = l (an + 1n)zn 0 ( E < ·1 . ' , l 
where !If E - f 11 - €. The functions f e: are not in K 
co 
since (f - f) (z) =l n n are not entire. Also, € z E 
1 
f and f are, similarly, • different Ez 
' 
in El Ez for 
components. 
Since an e-mfubd.of any f · in H contains fe/Z as 
above, no neighborhood of f is connected. 
' have the 
So that we 
·, 
THEOREM. H is at !lQ. point locally connected. 
.··,.·.·. 
- • •., • • • • •• • : .;;: ',.- ..!"."o ,;__,.:.... 
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5. CONNECTIVrlTY RESULTS FOR SCHLICHT FUNCTIONS 
THEOREM. The set PN of all schlicht polynomials in the 
unit disk of degree ~ N is connected in H. 
N 
Proof. If f (z) = I anzn is schlicht for lzl < 1,. 
1 N 
then so are the functions given by f(tz) = \ a tn n L n z for. 
1 
0 ~ t ~ 1(*). Finally, the functions given by 
• • • O~t~l, 
will be·schlicht. These last functions provide a path of· 
f to ~ z. Any other schlicht 
.. 
schlicht p~ynomials from 
M 
polynomial g (z) = I · bnzn 
1 
, M ~ N, w1i1·iimilarly be path-
connected to b1z~ · The segment a1z + t(b1 -a1)z , 0 ~ 1: ~ 1,. 
connects a 1 zJ to .b1z. F\ 
.. . . . 
THEOREM. The set of· all stable-schlicht polyno.mials in the 





_ -~-~---------- _ Proof. The proof is simi!ar to the previous ·pr-oof. 
L 
c' 




··-·-·r. >--· -__ . --- -··--·. ' 
-t' 
• 
be boun1ed away from zero for each t if. f(~,z) is so 
bounded. 
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The connected set'of this last theorem may be enlarged 
by the following 
THEOREM. The set of all entire functions which are stable-









Let f be any entire 
lzl < 1. Where f(z) 
CX) 
function which is stable-
oo 
= l anzn we have 
1 
1 I an • zn-11 inf sin n~ = 6 > o. • Sl.n cp 
1 
• this infimum put t•a in. place of n 1n n· 
vary from to 1 0 • in 0 ~ t ~ 1~ In t 
this variation of t the infimum will experience at most 
lsit; ncp zn-ll ~ Sl.Il cp ~ n. 
CX) 




Since f is entire, \ n-1. . f 1 (z) = L n a0 z is entire 
1 :00. '• .. 
and absolutely. convergen.t. -fo.r .· . ·z = 1. That is 
' 
l nlan !. < ·cxi 
·l 
/and the sequence of partial sums . con:v~rges. So that 
-----'---- ~ - ---· - - - . . - : ~ ·----: . - -.·-. -
: "· 
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. . 
Now, if f we successively let all the an 
n > N go to zero by the described variation of 
and obtain a sequence of functions 
N+k 





fk (z) = l anzn = PN{z). 
1 
This sequence also converges in H .to 
00 
. II f k - p NII = II I a z0 l\ n 
. m=N+k+l 
-, 
since lim nJla l = O. 
n 
k -~.· ~)"' .. 







PN asi well as each f · ·i:a stable .. schlicht because k 
a.s all t· a. 
n 
for 'n > N g·o t·o zero, the total· change 
00-
in inf 1£(-<pyz) I .. is less than or equal to . I nlanl-
N+l 
:whic-h:··--is-- -less -t-han 5 == inf l f (cp, z) l , . that is. -· 
.:.·· 
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. 
functions. Finally, since the closure of this path includes 
the stable-schlicht polynomial PN and since the stable-
schlicht polynomials form a connected set, any two stable-
schlicht entire functions may be connecied. The theorem is 
proved. 
Alternately, in this proof we may let the t.an go 
to zero simultaneously to obtain a (continuous) path from 
f to PN. That is, where N is chosen as above, it can 
be shown as in the proof of the theorem thate every 
component of K is convex, that 
N 00 
:.~· 
~I n tI n ft(z) + a z a z 
' n n 
1 N+l N 
provides a path from from f. to I 
1 
THEOREM. There are components of H which contain no 
no schlicht functions. 
Proof. Consider f(z) = ~z-_ ~n for (1-z) -. 
-----
n ~ 3. Then; 
·each of the funct.ion·s is in . H but each -is non-schlicht . ; __ . 
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We see that f(z) e z 3 , £~ instance, does not satisfy (1-z) 
the inequality and hence f cannot be schlicht. Further-
more, for no entire function g will f + g satisfy the 
inequality as z 
entire function 
approaches 1 •• in 
g must be bounded in 
(0,1) because the 
)zl ~ 1. Therefore, 
the component containing f contains only non-schlicht 
functions. ,I 
LEMMA. Every component ot H contains non-schlicht 
functions. 
' ' Proof. If a component contains a function f, we can 
choose an entire function g such that g 1 (0) = -f'(O). 
That is, f 1 + g' will vanish when z = O. Then f + g 
is non-schlicht since the derivative of: -a schlicht function 
' .. 
can have no zeros (*)~ 
Observe that, for any two fixed functions f in H .. 1; 
-and · g entire, · there exists a comple?t t such that Q-
. . / 
. f' (0) + t g' (0) = O; that is,. the set of fun.ct ions -f + tg· 
t, .. 
----- ---- --· --- - ---
for variable .t contains non-schlicht functions. 
the. set of non-schlicht C ·. functions is connected, ( . -- -- - - . 
- - -·· --
····-· 
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~-.. - component K wher·e g is· e~n.tire. . We- form with _arbitrary -
.• . l.. 







complex numbers t all functions f + t~, eac
h of which· 
will be in K. An f + tg will be non-schlich
t if and 
only if there are z 1 f z 2, lz 1 l < 1, Jz2 ! < 1, such that 
I' 
f (zl) + tg(zl) = f (zz) + tg(zz) ' or 
t = - • 
·To find all values of t which give a no
n-schlicht f + tg 
we have only to vary z 1 and
 in the above calculation. 
The totality of such values for t, wmtht1 fixe
d f and g 
and the variation of· z 1 and z 2, form
s. in the t-plane 
a non-empty, open, and connected set R. Th
is is so because 
the mapping defined by f and g in the cal
culation:: of 
t is open and is· continuous.for all but a 
finite number 
' 
o! pairs (zl' z 2), and because the set of 
possible (zl' z 2) 
is open and connected in the product topology
. For all tt 
' 
in R and only f .. o.r .eac-h of these is f +
 tg. non-schlicht. 
For all ttin "R the corresponding. functio
ns are connected· 
' 
. 
in K since each tw·o points of R may b
e connected by a. 
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and b.e any two non - -~ Thus·, let 
·.i 
schlicht functions· in K, where for no two c
onstants 
,-"\·· 
.. .1 . 
---·---.~ 
a, f3, not both z·ero, does ag 0 = f3g 1. Otherwise, at least 
one of and can be expressed linearly in terms 
of the other and the connectivity of the '.two non-schlict 
functions is reduced to the case previously considered~ 
(where only the t values are different). We form the 
linear function-set 
For each function =\ g°A we form the set of all t-values 
for which_ f + tg~ is non-schlicht. 
r, ) 
We choose two fixed points z1 and Zz J zl t Zz 
the ~it disk such that gi(z1) - g1 (z 2) f O. for any 





(z2) and g1 (z1) - g1 (z2) does not touch the orfgin. 
This choice is po~sible because· 
gl(zl) - gl(Zz) 
· go (zl) - go (zz) ,C 
.is neither constant nor always infinite by our assumpti·on 

























· z2 = O: g1 (z)/g2 (z) = a .. If the quotient a were . . 
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0
~-·,=-·,,0g1 , e.g.) So t:h-e.:n, as previously, the values of 1· . ~ \ 
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,.;' 
~ . . .. .-. gl(zl) - gl (z·2) 
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~ 
and z2 such that the argument of the quotient is then not 
an odd multiple of r will suffice. Now 
-... 
f (zl) - f (zz) 
gA(zl) - gA(z2) 
is uniformly continuous in A, since [O,l] is compact, and 
• 
the form a compact set. Each p· 
" 
corresponds to a 
non-schlicht function, and each pA is in RA. 
For each 
and radius 
there is a circle in 
We choose the r" 
R" · with center 
so that r" ~ r > Q, 
This is possibl~'because the distance p£ p~ to the frontier 
of RA is a continuous function of pA of of A. So 
. that since the p, 
., . I\ ·or the are compact and each distance 




We now choose, as pA is uniformly continuous in A, 
5 > 0 such that, for all A' ad "'\.fl n. " in [O,l], if 
I A ' -A" I _. < 5 , then IP~-P~I <re 
... ,. -.... - • •• - - . .' •• :· •••• 0 
For -e_ach A [0,1] the inter~ection • in 
J.•. 
.;-._ 
. --- . .,._ -·-· 
---- ···-·- -. -·· , ~ _ . · . _ ~- . ;_ -------. ___ --~{R_t-- !---·L in__(A-.5.~- 1+6J _ _n_ [ Q .,_lJl---- .-- .. - -- • . -•• ~ -·-· =-----~---· .......  
:· _ · .· -·· .-•. ·•·•- ~.,:_: : >.L .. ·. ~-~:-= :~:~:~~:~:_-.~~~ ::~~5~;~: ~~~-- .~~t:::.:~~~~~-~:5~~:~~~-~-:~~~- L=~-;___-~--:~=.:~ .;---~------~:=::: 
.. ~--·-· - - - - - --·-------·-------------Let-the sequence ... ------ ···- - , 
/ 
•.•• ·< "N =- .1 
·! 
'be chosen so· that. £0~. ·e.cach .. · .k · with -0 < k ·< N: 
. --·. . . -.-, 
. ' 
-:.---.·~------- --.·.··- -- ----· --·-. ~--- - --~-. '"""" ••. ·-·· -- --- - ,__.,,_ ·- -. - .••• '-" •, ------- - •.•• - ~ .•.. . -- - ---·- --· ·- ~- "• ·-- ••••.• --- ••. --- ~- ·- ---- • - - . ···--·-- - • • - - -----· --· ______ ,. ··- - -. - • ·--·· ···--.-- ·---~ -..,c. ~. • - •• 









The un!on of the intervals ('1<-6, °Ak+o) covers the interval 
[ o, 1]. 
. 
The points p"ic we designate as: ~k. Each ·ifk lies \ 
in the intersection 
• 
Furthermore, R,..k contains ,.k, ~k+l, ,.k-l since the 
r 
. 
circle in R,..k around ~k has a radius greater than or 
\ 
Finally we have a path of non-schlicht functions in K 
From f ~ t 0 g0 = f + t 0 g1 
to f + -r 0 gA 
0 
there is -a pat~ of non-schl.icht functions 
corresponding to a path in R. 0 c.onnec·ting 
· For each k, 0 ~ k < N, the path fl:'om f + '-rkgAk 
,. b.-
to 
f + ,-kg9\ , through the linear ·subset of · L ind-icated, 
, l'.k+ 1 
• • 
0 
-· will contain only non-schlia-ht functions s ·nee ,.k 1S 1n 
each R 
- A from 
,. 
"A·= °A · to k 
a 
For ach k, 
. .. 
I 
O ~ k < N, there is a path of non-schlic · functions from . · ··. 
••··•· ••• ~•••. "'""' .,_ •· ~-~-..~•••-:~;-:_-..... -·••_~~~-:--:-•·-•-•..,,,.., __ ..,._.,_~-.-,,,_,.,..._,.... ._..._ .• ..,,..,,,.._,~,,.,_ --··~··-··-·-·•-•-••• •-·•-·~· --··-··•-•-'"·•-·-~~ .. •-••-•-.,•--••'•••-•••-n•,.,~--•-"''""--'""'--• ·,-,,--.,...,.,....,_,.,.,,,, __ ,~" ,,.., .·..- -•••-·•- ... •••~••-••""""'"-•,-•uoou••• .. _..,..,,_, _._.._. . .,...,.,_.,,.,_.,..,,.,._,.---·•-~-,~ .-,~~--.. ,,.,,,,•--·.-.o•v~" J.,., --~·•"~·,.,,, . .,_,,._,,_,.,.,.,.,,.,_._,__...,_.,_,..,,,.._...,,.,,_ .. _
._,...,...,,_,,.__,,_ __ ,. . 
0
.. ,. ... • • -· 
0 
,._....,._,_, .. _ .• • ___ ...._. ... _ .. .,,_,.,, ,,..,,.-___ ,,_
_ 
•. . "'l. -, _·-----=---· -
, 
- . 
... .. --.. .. .. - f + ~kg"X · .,- to. :~~·f' + -Tk+l g·i · ·. . s i~ce~-- there · is- a __ -pa_tb . f-roni- ·· ____ _ _ _ _ __ 
· · · · ·: :_::~ · -·- · ------ .. -·-·--·· ··-· ·-- -- · ·· ·· .... ·-- .......... k+ 1 · ~- .. .. • · · · · · ···· . k+l '_-c_~· ···· ··-· · - · -- .. ~ ·· · · ···· ··· ---··· ··· ., ........ · -- . . -- . ··-·- - - .. =-=---··-- --
... , -•., •'Tl,, •. ,,.;, .. T"<•. -~=-,;t;,~-.;:r-..~ a,.ry:7, '7~ ~.-r--:-,;i,. "· •·• ~::_: ·:· ·--·-·-· ·: _-. ,: .. -. ·_- ·• ·' . ·--···'•;· .·, •. • .. ,., ••· ·•· ~• • ·." ···•· "•" .~.· • • '" "· · ' · • · .. - '""·• "•t• ·.- •• · ·· ''·" ' ··'" .,. •" •· > '·· ~ '·• ,._,._ '·' •:-..c,....._.~_..___.,,,.-.•• , .• , .,,.,.,-:,_, • .,,~.._., ··•'·''•'·'··•· • •.•, •_,• • ,., .. ~,.~···• ,,,.,;. · •.• ~ ,, .• ,, ·· ' ' · • ·'' •- ~-~' ··- ··· , , · ,. , ,, .. ,., - .:.~., .,., .... , .... , ,.,, ,.·--:·.;,, . - . , , . '"
 ., .,, , .... ,. , "' ... , .• , , - , .. '. ., ... , ,, "" ..... , , ... , ", ...... - ,., ,. • ... , ,, , .•. , , .• , ,.,., •. r ;.._., ~,, ,.,-.-J.•' ,_,_,.,.._. ,• ,,,.~.....,.-~7 .,.,, ,., ~-• .-, ••••• , ••• , •• , 
path-from • since 
contains both -r-N and . t.1 ._ ·' 
·-
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We give examples of schlicht and of non-schlicht 
functions. 
' 
EXAMPLE 1. THEOREM. Let f in H be given by 
00 























n Ian I;· then f is stable-schlicht, · .,._ 
n la I, then f is schlicht, and · 
,n 
nla0 I, then 
. 
f may be non-~s.chli.cht 
.00 
Ja1I ... ) n Ian I = (1). Let ... 5 > :Q·. For any 
. . ...J 2: 
two z1 and z2, z1 / z2,, in the unit disk 
Then 
00 
= (z1 - z2)(a:t' + f a 11 (z~-1+z~_-2z2 +~ ~ .. + z~-l)) . 
2 
. . 














SO that f · is stable-Schlicht . 
00 
(2). Similarly, if la1 1 L lnlanl, we have 
00 2 
\ n-1 n-2 n-1 f(z 1}-f(z2) = (z1-z2)(a1 + L an(z 1 + z1 z 2 + ... + z2 )) f 0 
2 
• since 
that f • schlicht. so 1S 
00 00 
"(3). If la1 1 < l n Ian I and if f(z) =I a Zn n ,. 
2 1 
00 
-c·onverges • fz·J: <· 1, then f' (z) - I n-1 and 1n - na z n 
1 
absol·utely for each ·z ... I z I < 1. That • converges 1n is, 
00 
:ooc: 
la1 1 + I nlanlPn-l 
. 2 . 
converges ~nd- is continuous for all 




. .. .,., , . Since Ja1 1 <I n!anl ,-lim I~nla11 ipn~l > la1 1 . Therefbre · ··· ·· 
.. ·. · . .. - 2 . ·,. , . p~ l 2 · · .. · ,. -
-----·-···-----~------------"··--:·-~--~---·:~--~-,----~--:-·-----·tlier·e·-··--·rs··-- a:----- -P ~------in···- .----(-0~·~1 )-_-·--·· such --Ehc~it··--····--~~- ·-. -·---..... ,.. .. ,__ ___ . .: ·~,------·-'-; •' ··-··----···-"•""'. . ··--··-........ ___ ,_,. ____ · _______ . ·:···---··----··--····--··· 
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Now, . the· arguments of th~,. an in- f 
. . -:- .~ _·_ 








"'""'7: _-,_.,,...._ •. --...- .. ,-•. --,.--,_.., . ., .. -~---- .. 
:-_ ·- - __ :...:-_ . ....:._~-: ........ ··· ------~---••_.- __ :__.~: __ -_________ ". -~---- -~·-:-- --·-~:-,-.~ -_--'.~__: ____ -;-:- ··=--:--" -•·'----"·····--·-----' .. ,.. ·- ~:--·=·,··":ce~~ _,··:..:"'c-c...::_._. - , __ . ··- -
... , 
. .. -----=---=i-..,_,_ ~ .... -•··.i -~ .:.:--..a• ._,.. =· ---· ~ - ---- ···------ - . - . ' ·~ --;- ~ - -- ··- - ---- . ~ 6 -- -~37 .. . ~· .,J. ...... 
. 
.._ 
is non-schli;cht; in particular 
.. ·-
• ,. 
is non-schlicht since f'(p
0
) = O. 
EXAMPLE 2. fp in H given by 
}pl ~ 1 , ·are stable-schlicht since 
The functions fp(z) == z , 
1-pz 
_In the following examples of schlicht functions, whether 
\., 
eac·h function is also stable-schlicht is considered in 
relation to the boundary of the image, under the function, 
of the unit disk. We call the image by f of the unit 
disk f (D). 
EXAMPLE 3. ·The convex schlicht functions, schlicht 
--
functions _.which map the _ .. unit disk onto a cgyex domain·, are 
s·t-a.bl-e-s chl ich t. 
.. , 
This follows fro~ th_~ ~newn -·r-esul t (*) 
·-·,·,··· ·-·--·----·- ---- -- -----~--~ - ··-·---------
-~h_a_t _fQr ___ a_ny_ convex s.ch_l_~icht_ function f 
- - . ,.~ .. 
-ii. ..... ·-~-,.-:: ..... ,.,.;·.·.-·,.~ . ·• --~ • .. :-:.: ·--:-:-·· -~- ::·····-
,-- - - --,·--·4 ... 
' ,,,Jl 
. j f 1 (z) I 2: } l f 1 ( 0) I > O , I z l < l. 
-·-··-· 
0 
• < »~---• ,u, , .... ~--·~--..... -•• , .......... ----.:-~ ' . I,•• :·--:--... - .... -, •. . -•u• • -----.,-., .. -- .: _ .. _. '---·· 
0 
---------• ·---•••~·-• •••-•- ~----·-•~•••-•-u••••«•••--•• •••• •--• •-• •• o ,,_,_ • ~ o -•~•~•••••~~- ·------"'"""' ,••••Y-••u~,., ........ _ •~•ou~•- -~·•• .. •• O'OW•••·••o>• ••••••-•• ~-,-,--. • .-.. -.-•.,u••••••••-· ·-·--y·-·--·---------·-1•·--·-·-·· .. ,,,, ___ ~--~ ... -----,··· ........... _.,.....:._ .. .,,_.. __ ,,,_ .... :-"•----U--, ..... , ..... ._ .. -,-·--.-.... ,._..,,.:,_,.:.,._~·.;.-.. ..;.___: __ ,. _ . __ • _. • . ____ .... , ... • ,,,,,_..,..-., 
. . . . ' . . . -~ . 
. ., .... -.- .~··:··.-. __ . .. . - ... - . '' ... -. ;1!-, . .. ,.-·-··· . ·- •.. . ----------- ·····--·" .....• ,. - ... ,,_ ... - ... -·· ..... - . -·· . .· .• ~.,... .•. • -· ~~ • .. 
- -- -- - Apparently, a.s ~fUrt11e·r· examPles -~-h~ ··thi~~ni~y be~t1i.~e~·-· --=~==-- ~·-
---'-
.. ' .. · - ' .. · _., 
. . 
.. ·-· ·--- --- ··-····- -····· ·- .. -... · , ...... ,.. . ... :·::: . :, . ----- .. :_......... . ........ ·--. -··---····'. "" 
. . 
-- --.. --·.- ·: .7~~-·-=--· ···--·-···---···------··..: - __ -- --~-~-~--.-, ........ --........ - ··~--·, ... _,. ____ , .................. •. . . --- ....... . 
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~ • · _, ~=-%0·.~ . :..-"7.,. --!Ii"'~· ... --··-.-·-- " _ - : ~ .- - - -Tt -·- - • =--=·,.,.. ,-- -,.,... .. 38 ~ 
\ 
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EXAMPLE 4. The function f(z) - (1-z}~ 1 is in H 
- 2 2 
and • schlicht. Furthermore, f(D) • bounded by a recti-l.S l.S 
fiable Jordan curve which is analytic exce;·pt at z = 1 
where the curve has a cusp. The boundary of f(D) • l.S 
also a C1 curve. However f is not stable-schlicht 
since f' is not bounded away from zero. 
EXAMPLE 5. The functions 
. /i(1+z): 1 
= 1-z 
)i(i~)'+ 1 
za, 0 <a< 2, 
' 
show that even if the imqge of the disk is bounded by a 
rectifiable Jordan curve without a cusp, the schlicht ) 
function. may not be stable-schli~ht. Where f (z) a =w 
' 
-
fa en) = {w : I w ). < 1 , o < arg w < a} . 
Since f •· is bounded away fr.om zero in the unit disk if a 
.. - - - - ---,--.........--·-
and only if O <a~ 1, fa(z) - fa(O) will be sdhlicht 
but ~ot stable-schlicht ·if l·( a< 2. 
Piran.ian. [9] has_ given .an e-xample o! -Ji. -s-ch'licht 
ht 
. . . - ~ .... ·_ . 
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APPENDIX '( 
' DEFINITION. A linear topological space is a vector space 
equipped with a Hausdorff topology such that the operations 
of addition and of scalar multiplication are continuous. 
DEFINITION. A linear space L is normed if there exists 
a function p: L. -P E1 such that 
(1). p(a) > 0 for all a e L 
(2)v -p(a) a: 0 if and on-ly if a • 0 
'. 
(3). p(a+b) ~ p(a) + p(b) for all a, b EE L 
_. ( 4) . p(Aa) = lAlp(a) for all a E· L and all A.€ 
We write p(a) \= [la l\ and call the norm of 
E'. 
J. 
a€ L. We than have the dist~nce 
l\ al\ 
\lq -b \\ as a metric for 
the space L. 
DEFINITION. A function f which is· analy:tie in a domain 
D is said to be schlicht (univalent, simple)· in D if 
z1 'f z 2 implies f(z 1) 'f. f(z 2). This holds if and only 
-
.. 
-if -the mapping ef ined -by . f _ .. i.s one-to-one .. _ 
- . - - - -··---fflE-OREM .• --·----------A ..... s.chl .. i.c.ht .. .,£un_c.t .. ion~of _____ a ___ s.chlicht function is · -
. . ---··-·····---···---------·------·--------------·-··-··-··· ···---------··--···-··----
' . 
---- ---~------~-~--:------~--~~--~--,_ --~-s cltticht. -·_ -·r:f··_ ···:-f~·-1.-:s~~::s·ch'l.·±cht~-f,rom--a---'-dema~i-n~--,:~-&~--~-oftto~a--~~~ - -- -- ----- --·--·s--- I·--- -
. -----·----·' --····--~~-·----- .... -------,-------· 
--··-- . ------------==-=-=--· 
- - . 
... ' . -: ,J~ ---.-- -.----·· -- .. . ' . : . ' . ~-- . . . , . . ' ' .. . _,___ ... ': -- . · .. --:·.-_-···:_·-_---:-···_-_--_- .... 
---------------rs ---s·c hTt cl1.t --rn -- D. - --- -------- -- --c~~--- .,.--'---·_ -,- -~- ---------~ 
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Proof. F{f(z1)) ~ f(f(a2) implies f(z 1) • f{z2), 
and this implies z1 ~ z2 . 
40 
THEOREM. If f is schlicht in D, then ·the derivative £ 1 
is never zero in D. 
Proof. Suppose that f 1 (z 0 ) • 0. 
" Then the power 
series expansion of f about z 0 shows that f - f(z 0 ) 
has a zero of order two or greater at z. Since f - f(z) 0 . 0 
is not constant, the zeros of f - f (z ) 0 as well as the 
zeros of f 1 must be isolated points. Hence we can find 
a circle C on which f - f(z) 0 does not vanish and 
inside of which £' 
'" 
has no zerbs except at zo. Therefore, 
let m) 0 be the minimum of }f - f(z )l 0 on this circle, 
where m exists because 
'· 
1 f · - f (z ) t··· ··; is continuous and 
0 
.. 
the circle is compact. Then, by Rouche 1 s theorem, if 




has two or more zeros in t·he 
'· ' . 
circle. r·t does not have a double zero since if it d·id,. ____ -·· 
consideration of the power series expan-sion of f about 
this new point in the C~rcle WOUld ShOW that f I. -would be 
zero there, w~ich,has. · already been excluded. . Therefore, 1 
.. -~---· .. ~ ...... ___ _: __ ~~-~---·:-:-· ....:;_. '~~-=-~-----~L __ t.a_k_~ _ _$__ , __ , .. t.h.~_ .. ,._y ~.!.!!_~----·······--t_c~~e-). ___ ~± ...... -~,----~or~---·,-!.~~!1-._~~~-~-·-··!·~-~----P .. ~---··---···--~1!.~~---~'--·--~-·--·-'···-·· -·----···---·-·--·-· 
~ . . 
' . d. . 




-·- - --- - . -· ··- ····-·-·- ---- ---.---- ·. ~'--·-~ . -.--,·-··· __ ,. __ ·,-·- ··-·- - .... ___ ····-----
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- ., --- . --~--. - ---·-·-·----'--- -~ .... ·-· ··-- -·-··- ... -- ···-· ····-···· -·---
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, 
• •••-+~--,-.· •-•,· • - -· -~ _·. •' ·, • •' -• ~~..-.:-,,_.;... ... --:-.,---~-.____. .• ~,--, .•.,,;.,,,;, •,•• .. •-••,.,• •• ··--· ;__...;:, . .:... • .;;;~,..;.,, •. ..'. .•. --.,-· ·-....... -:.__. ' ,.-:--:···-- ,,• ,- __ ,.,, .. --. ,a.r,-·--·~,·.•·••·- _
,, .•. ,,,-~ •-•·•· --·- , .. •· ••••,a:'.,,.,-~ r,••.• -··•-······--•-·•·-' ... -.,---- -•••- ' .• • -·-------·••••-.• .. -•-•~•--·-
-----·-------·• 
-. -... __ ,_ -..... _ ..... " .. _ ... -................ -............. -·· ... ---.. ·-. -. Fur the rnior e ;· ... ':i~ £·- . . £-,-· -(z- -.) ·- ... -- -vier e ··-· z e· r'c>·, -... we· "· s ·e e··. 'th·a t ;· ... "Jiy:·_::~-~~---~-=~~~:.~~~:~~~- -~--_-· ----:·· ··.:=~~-:.:=~.-:~~ 
. .· . . . 0 . . 
... . . , - -·-. . 
. vary·ing-tlie choice or-~1-1a 11 , f · wuul-d take on- all ·'value~ 
~--. 
~- ' 
sufficiently near f (z ) . at least twice. 0 . 
.. 
·~·---- •.••• -- - _.;._, . -- • ----c-- -----.-,- -
THEOREM. Let f be analytic at some point z -= z and 0 
let f 1 (z
0
) f O. Then f is schlicht in the immediate 
neighborhood of z • z o· 
Proof. We may assume w.1.o.g. that z • 0. Let 
f be given by 
(X) 




where We show 




Now if lz 21 < r, then t~e 
second factor is. greater than la1 I '." I 
00 2 
since f' .. given by f 1 (z) = l n anzn-l 
1 
modulus of the 
nlanlrn-l. Thus, 
., ,t .~ ,t 11,.:it~t·' q 
is absolutely 
:Cot1ver:gent .i·n some nbd of z.e:ro,. the modulus of the second·· 
f:a·ctor is positive if r i:s s-ma-11 enough. H_ence . · .z1 • z 2 __ 
if r is small enough.· 
-~'-
_____ s.ch.li_cht, _ i.e .. on-e-~-to~one., on · C. Then -·f ·. is schli ·cht 
.· ..... 
in D. See Titchmarsh, The Theory of Functions, .P• 201. 
.. ·-. _.'. 
-·-·--,,--,,. 
. I • 
. ·r . . 4 .,,~·: •• -.,_, • 
J. 
:L ' ' 
._ .. - _-,t'··- __ __ : ___ . - . 
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THEOREM. Let f be schlicht in the unit disk and f (0) -=. O. 
Then we have for lz\ = r, 0 < r < 1, 
. ,--r,. 
I. 
lf'(O)J r 2 ~ !f(z)I ~ lf'(O}I (l+r) .. . • 
r 
1-r) 
See [ 6, p. 4]. 
THEOREM. Let f be schlicht in the unit disk and f(O) = O. 
Then if f maps the unit disk onto a convex domain, we 
have for l z I = r 
' 
0 < r < 1, 
.,Jr 
1 f' < O) 1 __ l_ ~ }f'(z)\ ~. lf'(O)} _1---.p. 
(l+r) 2 (1-r} 2 
• 
See [6, p.- 13]. These classical results and others appear 
in (6] and elsewhere in standard literature of complex 
func_tions:'"' 
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